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 Masking is a very
misunderstood

phenomenon. Many
people do not understand

   what it means to mask or
   why it happens, and
   some people do not

 even believe it is
  possible!  A lot of the

misconceptions
   about masking come
  from the fact that the

term can be used
to describe a
multitude of

different
experiences. 

What is it?  Why does it happen?

Hiding Feelings
Often, masking refers to the bottling up
of feelings until a safe, familiar space (or
person) can be reached. This leads to an

explosion of pent up distress.  Many
emotions and sensations can be

‘held in’ - but they have to come out at
some point! Finding safe ways to

unleash these feelings in dribs and
drabs is the best way to support this

kind of masking, as the resulting
eruption can be harmful and feel 

impossible to cope with!

Fitting In
Social expectations are a minefield and

this is amplified during school years,
when there is pressure to ‘fit in’ and the

consequences of being ‘different’ are
huge.  This style of masking can come
in the form of copying styles, creating
scripts, adapting language and speech

  patterns.  Communication is often
fluid  and changeable depending on
who is present.  This juggling act can
present difficult situations and can

often lead to burnout. 

 Playing a Role
Some maskers become a character in

stressful or unfamiliar settings, such as
school. Often few people see the

masker's true self, and their persona is
seen as their identity! For example, a
child who struggles with anger, may
play a non-angry child during school.

The act can be so convincing that they
don't get the support they need.  It

should never be mistaken for ‘coping’
as, like all forms of masking, it has 

detrimental after effects.

 Shutdown
Like an emotional release (meltdown), a

shutdown is the product of overload.
However, while an emotional release is

usually very obvious, shutdown is
quiet and easy to miss.  A person

experiencing shutdown may appear
unfazed by their surroundings,

assumed to be ’zoned out’ or even in
deep concentration. Really, they are

so overwhelmed that their brains
have stopped processing input

from all around them.

  No Masking
Masking is often used to Justify

a missed diagnosis, or to try and
explain why supports haven't
been put in place. Often, the

person has not been masking at
all, but those around them

simply do not spend enough
time observing them to notice

their traits, or do not understand
the traits that they are seeing.

 Built Up Stress
Sometimes, stress and sensory

overload accumulating through the
day can be mistaken for masking,

especially if it leads to an emotional
release.


